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Reliability Analysis for Various Communication
Schemes in Wireless CORBA
Xinyu Chen and Michael R. Lyu, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—For the purpose of designing more reliable networks,
we extend the traditional reliability analysis from wired networks
to wireless networks with imperfect components. Wireless network
systems, such as wireless CORBA, inherit the unique handoff characteristic which leads to different communication structures with
various components & links. Therefore, the traditional definition
of two-terminal reliability is not applicable anymore. We propose
a new term, end-to-end expected instantaneous reliability, to integrate those different communication structures into one metric,
which includes not only failure parameters but also service parameters. Nevertheless, it is still a monotonously decreasing function of
time.
The end-to-end expected instantaneous reliability, and its corresponding MTTF, are evaluated quantitatively in different wireless
communication schemes. To observe the gain in overall reliability
improvement, the reliability importance of imperfect components
are also evaluated. The results show that the failure parameters of
different components take different effects on MTTF & reliability
importance. With different expected working time of a system, the
focus of reliability improvement should change from one component to another in order to receive the highest reliability gain. Furthermore, the number of engaged components during a communication state is more critical than the number of system states.
For simplicity, we assume that the wired & wireless communication links are perfect, and omit them in the reliability analysis.
If these two are engaged into the proposed end-to-end expected instantaneous reliability, it can give a more detailed & complete reliability assessment of a wireless network system. Our quantitative
measurements are conducted as an example with the assumption
that the failure & service rate are constant; however, in practice,
failure & service processes may follow other distributions. After
all, our investigation provides an initial yet overall approach to
measure the reliability of wireless networks. Although our analysis
is conducted on wireless CORBA platforms, it is easily extensible
to generic wireless network systems.
Index Terms—End-to-end expected instantaneous reliability,
handoff, reliability importance, wireless CORBA.
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Interoperable Object Reference
Mobile Host
Mobile IOR
Mobile Support Station
Mean Time To Failure
Object Management Group
Object Request Broker
Reliability Importance
Static Host
random variable
NOTATION
failure rate
handoff completion rate
location-forwarding rate
handoff rate
number of component engaged in state ,
number of components engaged in state
number of component ,
end-to-end EIR for scheme ,
RI of component ,
,
reliability of state or component

,

I. INTRODUCTION

N

ETWORK-RELIABILITY analysis has long been an important area of research for wired networks [1]–[5] but not
for wireless networks. As mobile technology matures, however,
wireless networks [6] are employed in more applications, and
provide mobile users ubiquitous & continuous access to computing resources. Wireless networks are more prone to failures,
and loss of access due to weak transmission power, terrain, interference, etc. Therefore, the reliability requirements of wireless networks should be rigorously assessed. However, the reliability issue for wireless networks is quite different from that for
wired networks, as wireless networks introduce a unique feature
called terminal mobility, in which the types & numbers of engaged components in end-to-end communications change from
time to time.
The Object Management Group (OMG) has published a wireless Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
specification to provide wireless access & terminal mobility
in CORBA [7], which we employ as a typical wireless network system to demonstrate our reliability analysis & evaluation
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which is a new feature, the traditional two-terminal reliability
defined in wired networks [8] is not suitable anymore. The
handoff operation causes the existing communication structure
to change with the MH’s movement. At different time periods,
different components are engaged in node-pair communications. This paper seeks a new approach to define the reliability
metric in wireless networks, which not only keeps the monotonously decreasing characteristic of reliability but includes
the mobility nature in the system. Different effects imposed
by component failure parameters & mobile service parameters
will be given through numerical examples. To observe the gain
in reliability improvement, the reliability importance (RI) of
imperfect components are also evaluated.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section II
presents some related work in reliability evaluation & fault
tolerance for wired & wireless networks. Section III defines the
proposed end-to-end expected instantaneous reliability (EIR)
& MTTF under some assumptions. Detailed descriptions &
discussions for the end-to-end EIR in different communication
schemes are provided in Section IV, and some remarks are
given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Fig. 1.

The wireless CORBA architecture, and its components.

schemes. As shown in Fig. 1, a wireless CORBA environment
consists of four main components excluding links:
•

•
•

•

A mobile host (MH) is a terminal which accesses networks through a wireless network interface, and keeps
network connections while roaming in wireless networks;
A static host (SH) is a common & stationary node in
wired networks;
An access bridge (AB) is located between MH, and SH
to relay messages for its associated MH. It is deployed
in wired networks, but contains both wired & wireless
network interfaces;
A home location agent (HLA) keeps track of the locations of its registered MH, and provides operations to
query an MH’s location.

In wireless CORBA, an AB connects to the wired network from
a fixed location using standard cabling. It receives, buffers, and
transmits messages between the wired & wireless networks. A
single AB supports a group of MH, functions within a certain
radio transmission range, and provides a single cell of wireless
coverage. Multiple AB provide multiple cells, allowing MH to
roam from one cell to another while maintaining network connections. This cell roaming process is called handoff. MH communicate with each other only via their associated AB. No messages can be exchanged directly between MH, even if they stay
in the same cell of an AB.
For a wireless CORBA network to be functional, its engaged
components must be fit for service. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case, because these components may suffer failures,
and wired paths & wireless links may not be reliable. We need a
mechanism to assess the reliability of wireless networks. However, because the wireless CORBA provides handoff operation,

Much work has been done in calculating, estimating,
or bounding the reliability of a given wired network. One approach is by employing the combinatorics of network-reliability
to produce lower & upper bounds with failure-prone links, but
perfect nodes [4], [9]. Aggarwal et al. [1] developed a concept
that the failure of a node implies the failure of links connecting
it, with which a symbolic reliability expression derived with
the assumption of perfect nodes could be directly modified to
incorporate imperfect nodes. Torrieri [10] exploited a relation:
the event of successful communication over a link is equivalent
to the event that both the link & its terminal node are operational. Then he designed an efficient method to compensate
for unreliable nodes in network-reliability computation, whose
cost increases linearly with the number of links. Netes & Filin
[11] added the imperfect nodes into paths for decomposing
the network into an event-tree. Ke & Wang [2] partitioned the
network into a set of smaller disjoint subnetworks to directly
compute the network-reliability expression instead of using
any compensating methods. Based on these previous bodies of
work, here we also evaluate wireless network reliability with
node failures by the introduced end-to-end EIR. However, we
focus on various communication schemes instead of a static
wired network topology. Their results could be employed into
the end-to-end EIR to provide a more detailed & complete
reliability assessment for wireless network systems.
Most recently, some work has been conducted in providing fault tolerance in wireless environments for reliability
engineering. Fuchs & Neves [12] proposed a time-based checkpointing protocol to store consistent recoverable states of an
application without message exchange. The protocol employs
soft, and hard checkpoints to adapt to different characteristics
of networks, and to provide differentiated recoveries. Park
& Yeom [13] developed an asynchronous recovery scheme
based on optimistic message logging in which the mobile support station (MSS) performs logging & dependency tracking.
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Chen & Lyu [14] presented an approach engaging both quasisender-based, and receiver-based message logging methods;
and achieving seamless handoff in the presence of failures in
wireless CORBA. Alagra et al. [15] utilized pessimistic &
optimistic replication strategies to tolerate MSS failures by
making MH move to replicated MSS, or by designing a network
to cover each MH with more than one MSS.
The analysis of performance & reliability issues in wireless
networks has been addressed only by a handful of researchers.
Pradhan et al. [16] discussed three checkpoint movement strategies to deal with the handoff issue: pessimistic, lazy, and trickle.
They identified the optimal checkpointing interval, and concluded that the performance of a recovery scheme depends on
the mobility of MH & the wireless bandwidth. The total program execution time under MH’s failures & handoffs, and the
effectiveness of checkpointing, were analyzed in [17]. Reliability & survivability issues of wireless networks were discussed
in [18], which concluded that each component engaged in the
end-to-end connection is a potential point of failure. However,
it did not explicitly state how the user mobility, which is unique
in wireless networks, affects the end-to-end reliability. Varshney
et al. [19] modeled & simulated the reliability & survivability of
infrastructure-oriented wireless networks with a proposed wireless infrastructure building-block (WIB). By scaling the number
of WIB, they evaluated network failures & corresponding impacts under various observation durations, component failure
characteristics, and network sizes. However, in this paper we
attempt to extend the two-terminal reliability to embody the terminal mobility, and assess the network reliability by end-to-end
successful communication. It is apparent that more research activities in investigating fault tolerance & reliability engineering
techniques for wireless networks should be conducted.
III. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
In general, reliability is defined as the probability that a system
performs its intended functions successfully for a given period of
time under specified environmental conditions [20], and we refer
the probability of successful communication between a source
node and a target node as two-terminal reliability [8]. For two
nodes to communicate with each other, there should be at least
one operating path connecting them. An operating path indicates
that all the intermediate nodes & links should be in the operation state: a node is operational if, and only if, it functions as intended; and a link is operational if, and only if, it allows communication from its source node to its sink node [10]. Because
the two-terminal reliability problem in wired networks has been
studied thoroughly in the literature, we assume that the intermediate nodes & wired links are always reliable, i.e., there will always be a reliable wired path between an AB and an SH, or between an AB and another AB. For the wireless part, an MH constructs only one wireless link with one AB, and it is associated
with only one AB at a time, except during a handoff operation.
Therefore, the communication path built on the top of wireless
links is simple, and we also assume that the wireless link failures are negligible. However, all the four components of wireless
CORBA are failure-prone, and they may fail independently.
Based on the assumptions made before, a successful communication between two nodes is defined as the condition when

all the engaged nodes, including the source node & the target
node, are in the operational state. As a result, the SH-SH reliability is the multiplication between the two individual SH’
reliabilities. If one or both of two terminals are MH, the traditional two-terminal reliability metric cannot correctly describe
the characteristic introduced by the handoff operation. As MH
move & perform handoff operations, the communication structures will vary with time . Each communication structure can be
regarded as a serial system composed of different types & numbers of engaged components. Additionally, the handoff operation induces that the MH’s published address will be outdated,
and a mechanism is needed to resolve the current location of the
MH. Therefore, we propose a new term, end-to-end Expected
Instantaneous Reliability (EIR) [21], to address these unique
cases in wireless environments. We define a system state, , as
the communication structure; therefore, changes with time .
denote the probability that the system is in state at
Let
, is given
time . The end-to-end EIR at a generic time ,
by
(1)
in which
time .

denotes the reliability of the system in state at
can be expressed by
(2)

,
, is the number of engaged comin which
is the reliability of the
components in system state ;
ponent; is the type of a component, which may take a value
, , , or
; and
,
, is the
of
number of component employed in state . Here we have
.
is a function composed not only of
failure parameters but also of service parameters introduced by
. The SH-SH reliability can be treated as
state probability
a special case in which the system contains only one commu, and
nication structure, i.e.,
. Under the adopted assumptions, we can say that the
EIR is a generalization of the traditional two-terminal reliability.
Accordingly, we define the corresponding end-to-end MTTF as
(3)
From the above definitions, we note that the end-to-end EIR can
be easily extended to include the reliability metrics of wired networks & wireless links if we add the two-terminal reliability of
wired networks, and the successful communication probability
. However, these
of wireless links, into the calculation of
extensions only trivially decrease the derived value of EIR, but
do not change the properties of EIR; for simplicity we omit them
in this paper.
Four communication schemes will be generated if random
communications occur between MH, and SH, which are the SS
scheme, the MS scheme, the SM scheme, and the MM scheme.
In these notations, the former capital letter denotes the type of
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Markov model for the MS scheme.

Fig. 4.

EIR of the MS scheme.
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Fig. 2. System states in the MS scheme: (a) normal communication;
(b) handoff procedure.

the source node, and the latter letter denotes the type of the target
stands for MH, and stands for SH.
node, where
During communications, an MH associates with an AB, and
exchanges messages with other nodes. As the MH moves, it will
make handoffs and associate with a new AB. The sojourn time
with an AB, and the handoff completion time are assumed to
be r.v. which are exponentially distributed with parameters
& , respectively. We assume that the component hazard rates
are constant. That is, we model component failures as homogeneous Poisson processes, resulting in independent & exponential inter-failure arrivals [19]. The constant failure parameters
for the four components of wireless CORBA, MH, AB, SH, and
HLA, are , , , and , respectively. We utilize the exponential
distribution as the service & failure distributions for model simplicity. From the definition of EIR in (1), the EIR actually is a
weighted value of reliabilities of different components. The derived properties of following discussions are only based on the
monotonously decreasing characteristic of a reliability function
with time, which is always the case; therefore, what the failure
distribution really is should not affect the conclusions we will
derive.
IV. END-to-END EIR & MTTF ANALYSIS
Different communication schemes engage various types &
numbers of components which result in different end-to-end
EIR & MTTF. The SS scheme is trivial, and its EIR has been
. Therederived in the last section, i.e.,
fore, we will discuss the remaining MS, SM, and MM schemes
in the following three subsections separately.
A. The MS Scheme
The MS scheme is a communication scheme in which an MH
initiates communications with an SH. Initially, the MH sends
requests over a wireless link, then the associated AB relays the
request messages to the target SH through wired paths. After a
random sojourn time in the current AB, the MH may perform
a handoff during which two AB are engaged. The system states
are thus shown in Fig. 2, in which solid lines denote wired paths
while dashed lines denote wireless links. State is a normal
communication state, and state is a handoff state in which the

MH moves from
, to
. The handoff may be network Initiated, or terminal initiated [7]; however, the engaged nodes, and
links are the same. The MH should create two different wireless
links with two AB, and these two AB should inform each other
,
about the handoff progress. During handoff, the new AB,
should invoke the location_update operation at the MH’s HLA
to inform it that the MH has changed its associated AB. We may
exclude the HLA from state if we employ a simple invocation
retry strategy, and the MH’s location in the HLA will eventually be updated no matter whether the HLA works or not during
the handoff. This is a simple extension to improve the system’s
reliability. After the handoff, the system returns to state for
normal communications. Fig. 3(I) shows the Markov model of
the system state transition, where is the handoff rate, and is
the handoff completion rate.
The probabilities of the system in states & , at time can
be solved analytically, which are given by [22]
(4)
and
(5)
respectively. One realization of the end-to-end EIR of the MS
scheme,
, is shown in Fig. 4.2 Different types of components experience different levels of failures. SH are generally
,
more reliable than MH or AB; therefore, we let
[16], [23]. We select the specific values of paramand
eters for demonstrating the proposed end-to-end EIR, whereas
these values are set at a reasonable & comparable level. As expected, the probability of the system in state is much greater
than that in state as the handoff procedure is completed very
2The

unit of all failure & service parameters is 1/s (one per second).
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Fig. 6. System states in the SM scheme: (c) location-querying; (d) normal
communication; (e) handoff procedure; (f and g) location-forwarding.

Fig. 5. End-to-end MTTF of the MS scheme: (a) failure parameters
(b) service parameters  &  .

& ;

quickly, resulting in a case that the reliability of state conis a
tributes much more to the EIR than that of state .
monotonously decreasing function of time ; however,
increases first, and then approaches an upper limit. All these lead
to increase first, and then decrease. Nevertheless, the
is still a monotonously decreasing funcend-to-end EIR
tion of time . Fig. 5 shows the end-to-end MTTF as a function
of failure & service parameters. The more reliable the components are, the longer the MTTF is. However, the improvement
gain (in terms of the MTTF) reduces with the increase in the
failure parameters, & , beyond a certain threshold, which
can be observed from Fig. 5(a). Such diminishing gain should
be carefully considered against the cost of increasing component reliabilities beyond a limit [19]. This result is also applied
to parameter . From the following equation:

(6)
; and
we see that & produce the same effect on
is much
little difference exists between and when
. This means that each component is critsmaller than
ical to successful system communications. The change of the

failure rate of the HLA, , dose not make the MTTF demonstrate obvious variations, which implies that any gain by improving the reliability of the HLA will be small. This is because
is only taken into consideration in state , which does not contribute much to the EIR. Fig. 5(b) shows that when is high,
the MTTF increases with dramatically; however, when is
low, the MTTF varies little with . This indicates that when the
handoff happens frequently, the time spent in the handoff period
is very critical to the MTTF, because the reliability is clearly
lower in the handoff state than in the normal state . When is
low, however, the contribution of the second term in (6) is small,
leading to little change of the MTTF with . To achieve a higher
EIR, then, the MH experiencing high handoff rates should complete the handoff operation as fast as they can.
B. The SM Scheme
In the SM scheme, an SH initiates communications with
an MH. The characteristic of an MH is its movement, which
introduces a mechanism to locate its current AB. The location-lookup mechanism complicates the system states, as
shown in Fig. 6. We know that an object on an MH publishes
its Mobile Interoperable Object Reference (MIOR) with the
address of its resided MH’s HLA. When an SH first invokes
an object on an MH with the originally published MIOR, the
request message will be sent to the HLA indicated according
to the address specified in the MIOR, and the HLA will send
back a General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP) reply message with
status LOCATION_FORWARD. This reply message carries a
renewed MIOR containing the address of an AB with which
the HLA believes the MH is currently associated [7]. This is
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Fig. 7.

Markov models for the SM scheme.

state , in which the solid line with slash indicates that the SH
has not created a communication path with the AB; however, it
is tending to construct such path with the AB. The time spent
in this state is also assumed to be an exponentially distributed
r.v. with parameter . The received LOCATION_FORWARD
message directs the SH to reissue the request to the AB, and
then the AB forward the message to the MH. This is state .
The system will stay in this normal communication state until
the MH moves out of the coverage area of the current AB.
State is the handoff state. As the SH does not know whether
or not its target MH has experienced a handoff, it still sends
its subsequent requests to the known AB as normal despite
the movement of the MH. However, when the AB receives a
request, and finds that it has broken its link with the targeted
MH, it will reply with a message whose status is also set to be
LOCATION_FORWARD. There exist two ways to construct
this reply message by replacing the address part in the Internet
Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) profile of the MIOR with different
addresses. One is the address of the MH’s HLA, and the other
is the address of the MH’s current AB. We denote the former
location-forwarding approach as LF_HLA, and the latter as
LF_QHLA. Figs. (7II) & (III) show their corresponding Markov
models, respectively.
In the LF_HLA approach, after handoff, the system moves
from state to state , then to state , resending the request
to the HLA; however, the LF_QHLA approach changes state
to state during which the AB queries the current location
of the MH from its HLA. With the address of the new AB, the
SH can reissue the request directly to the new AB, which results in the system transferring from state directly to state .
The time spent in state is also assumed to be an exponentially
distributed r.v. with parameter because it functions as location-forwarding the same as state . However, the transition rate
from state to state should be different as state engages
.
one more operation than state does. Here we set it to be
The specific relationship between these two rates are not important here, but these two rates should not be independent. One
more location-forwarding approach, denoted as LF_AB, could
be engaged. Actually, the old AB knows to which AB the MH

237

Fig. 8. State probabilities, and EIR of the SM scheme: (a) state probabilities
of states c & d; (b) state probabilities of states e & g ; (c) EIR.

Fig. 9. EIR with location-forwarding strategies in the SM scheme.

moves away from itself. If the MH does not leave the new AB
when the old AB receives a request on this MH, the information
in the old AB about the location of the MH is up-to-date, and
it could be employed to construct the reply message. With this
approach, the SH can still resend the request to the current AB;
however, the location-querying operation in the LF_QHLA approach is removed. Its corresponding Markov model is shown
in Fig. 7(IV).
The symbolic expression of the probabilities of the system in
different states at time are difficult to be derived. Therefore,
we utilize a numerical approach here to express their variations
with time . Fig. 8 shows one realization for the LF_QHLA approach. The curve shapes of the other two approaches are similar to this one. We observe that the contribution of state to
the EIR decreases quickly as time moves on, because the probability of state diminishes quickly. States , , and exhibit
similar behaviors in EIR as all these three states show similar
curve shapes in state probability. When the decrease of the state
reliability cancels out the increase of the state probability, the
state’s contribution to the EIR will start to decrease.
Fig. 9 shows the differences in EIR among these three locationforwarding approaches with various handoff rates. It is observed
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& ; (b)

& .

Fig. 10.

End-to-end MTTF of the SM scheme vs. failure parameters: (a)

Fig. 11.

End-to-end MTTF of the SM scheme vs. service parameters: (a)  &  ; (b)  &  .

that the proposed LF_AB approach achieves the highest EIR because it engages the least number of components, and finishes
the location-forwarding procedure most quickly. However, these
three approaches tend to behave the same when the handoff rate
decreases. Another observation is that the LF_HLA approach is
superior to the LF_QHLA approach. Although the LF_QHLA
combines two states & into one state , at the same time it
introduces one more component, the HLA, into state . This indicates that the number of engaged components during a communication state is more critical than the number of states.
How the MTTF varies with different parameters are shown
in Figs. 10 & 11. We note that , , and produce similar
effects on the MTTF of the SM scheme as those of the MS
scheme. In Fig. 10(b), the decrease of also demonstrates
an increase on the MTTF. This implies that the HLA plays a
more important role in the SM scheme than in the MS scheme,
although the improvement on the reliability of the HLA still
achieves little increase on the MTTF compared with the improvement on other components. Finally, demonstrates the
same behavior as , as shown in Fig. 11(b), which indicates that
the location-forwarding process should also be done as quickly
as possible when is high. However, when is small, the

improvement on the handoff completion & location-forwarding
processes achieves little gain.
We have observed that the MH, and the AB behave almost the
same in the improvement gain in terms of the MTTF in schemes
MS & SM. Now we evaluate them from another point of view
to see whether this result will be changed or not. We define
time-dependent RI with respect to the EIR to identify the relative
importance of each component in a system. The time-dependent
RI,
, of component ,
, , , or
, is given by

(7)
with (1), and express
as
as we substitute
. Applying (7) in the SM scheme, we show
the results in Fig. 12. When the handoff rate is relatively high
(Fig. 12(a) & (b)), the RI of the AB increases first, and then decreases, indicating the contribution of state , , or is high. If
the AB, and the MH experience the same failure rate (Fig. 12(a)),
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Fig. 12. RI of the SM scheme: (a) same failure rate, and high handoff rate; (b) different failure rates, and high handoff rate; (c) same failure rate, and low handoff
rate; (d) different failure rates, and low handoff rate.

the AB always gets the higher RI than the MH does. On the other
hand, if the AB is more reliable than the MH (Fig. 12(b)), the
AB gets the higher RI initially, and then the MH gets the higher
RI; otherwise, the MH always gets the higher RI with lower
handoff rate (Fig. 12(d)).
These observations show that the relative RI of different components may vary with the intended working time of the system,
and with the failure & service parameters. The RI of HLA & AB
in the LF_QHLA approach are higher than those in the LF_HLA
& LF_AB approaches. This is due to the larger sojourn probability in state which incorporates both AB, and HLA. We compare the difference between Fig. 12(a) & (c), in which the AB &
the MH inherit the same failure rate; so do the SH & the HLA.
We only show the result of the LF_QHLA approach, as the other
two behave almost the same. Even when AB & MH experience
the same failure rate, the difference between their RI is relatively large when the handoff rate is relatively high; however,
they get almost the same RI when the handoff rate is relatively
low. The SH gets the higher RI than the HLA does despite the
handoff rate. All these are induced by the probabilities of different system states in which each component engages. When
the handoff rate is high, the system achieves greater probabilities in state , , or , in which two AB are employed. Therefore,
the RI of the AB will be higher than that of the MH. The SH is
present in each system state, but the HLA does not appear in
state , which is the most important state. Obviously then, the
RI of the SH should always be higher than that of the HLA.

C. The MM Scheme
The system becomes more complicated in the MM scheme
as both MH may undergo handoffs, and the following location- forwarding approaches also increase the system states. Its
system states are shown in Fig. 13. At first, the system is in state
, in which
is the invocation initiator, and
is the receiver. When
sends a request with the MIOR of an object
, its associated AB,
, needs a location-forwarding
on
in which
resides.
approach to resolve the address of
, and
still
Note that the renewed MIOR is only kept by
keeps the original MIOR. After this step,
creates a commu, and then
sends messages to, and
nication path with
through
&
, without the
receives messages from,
interaction with the HLA. This is state . States & denote the
system states in which only one MH is in handoff. There exists
a probability that both MH are in handoff, shown as state . Here
we assume that these two MH share one HLA, and do not reside
within the same cell of an AB. These assumptions are reasonable because we could regard the derived results as the lower
bounds, and the difference is small. Following state , there are
two possible transitions: one is to state , and the other is to state
. State cannot directly transit to state , because after
moves to a new AB, this new AB does not contain any informais, and thus it needs undergo state to
tion about where
. There are also three location-forresolve the address of
in the
warding approaches after the handoff completion of
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Fig. 13. System states in the MM scheme: (h) location-querying; (i) normal communication; (j) MH in handoff; (k) MH in handoff; (l) both MH & MH in
handoff; (m & q) location-forwarding; (n) location-querying, and MH in handoff; (o and r) location-forwarding, and MH in handoff; and (p) location-querying,
and MH in handoff.

Fig. 14.

Markov models for the MM scheme.

MM scheme, denoted as the same as in the SM scheme. For the
LF_HLA approach, state is the location-forwarding process
in state . No matter which
after the handoff completion of
MH finishes its handoff first in state , the system also enters the
location-forwarding state, state or ; however, entering which
location-forwarding state depends on which MH completes its
handoff earlier. From it we know that the location-forwarding
&
are different.
approaches after the handoffs of
The corresponding Markov model for the LF_HLA approach
represent the
is shown as Fig. 14(V), in which , , and
same communication structure as while they represent different system states, the same denotations for , and . One
more assumption has been made to draw this Markov model:

before an MH makes another handoff, the location-forwarding
process for its last handoff should have been finished. This assumption avoids creating an AB list in which the MH is moving
to the header AB of this list while the location-forwarding procedure is being processed in the tail AB of this list. It is also feasible because the handoff rate is much less than the location-forwarding rate. With the LF_QHLA approach (Fig. 14(VI)), state
replaces state , and it transits directly to state instead of
through state . Correspondingly, state is replaced by state .
Fig. 14(VII) is the Markov model for the LF_AB approach. We
could make this approach more reliable by adding a transition
to
with rate . Because
functions as an
from state
HLA when the system is in state , the HLA could be treated
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Fig. 15. State probabilities and EIR of the MM scheme: (a) state probabilities of states h, and i; (b) state probabilities of states j , k , q , and r ; (c) state probabilities
of states l, m, and n; (d) EIR.

as a hot standby component to replace
when
fails,
even though the failure rates may be different between these two
fails to reply to a request, the
components. When
may reissue the request to the HLA to get the up-to-date MIOR.
The wireless CORBA specification requires that only the ORB
used to implement HLA & AB need to know the mobility of
MH, therefore this proposed request-retry could only be employed in the MM scheme while it is not suitable for the SM
scheme, otherwise the ORB in SH needs to be aware of terminal
mobility.
The variations of the probabilities of system states with time
for the LF_QHLA approach are shown in Fig. 15 by employing
that the system is initially in state with probability 1. The probabilities of states , , , and are on one level of magnitude,
and the probabilities of states , , and are on another level
of magnitude; however, all these states employ the same curve
shape. Fig. 15(d) shows only some states’ contributions to the
EIR, and others are omitted for clarity. The effects of different
parameters on the MTTF, and the RI, in the MM scheme are
very similar to those analyzed & presented in the SM scheme,
and thus are not included here.
D. General End-to-End MTTF
We have discussed the end-to-end MTTF with specific
sender-receiver pairs in four communication schemes so far.
Now we turn our attention to the general end-to-end MTTF of a

MH, and
wireless communication system which includes
SH. If each MH or SH has the same probability to initiate
a communication, then the general end-to-end MTTF can be
expressed as

(8)
in which we assume that all MH share a common HLA.
Fig. 16 shows how the general end-to-end MTTF varies with
the number of nodes, in which the LF_QHLA approach is utilized for the SM & MM schemes. As expected, the MTTF decreases with the number of MH; however, it increases with the
or
is larger than the
number of SH. The
under the same parameter values as more components are engaged in the MM scheme. If the number of SH increases, an MH will communicate with an SH more probably;
then the MTTF will become larger. The number of AB may also
affect the MTTF because the MH needs AB to relay messages.
According to our definition of the general end-to-end MTTF,
however, the number of AB has no effect on it.
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Fig. 16.
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General end-to-end MTTF vs. number of components.

V. REMARKS
Four communication schemes have been discussed in this
paper. No handoff operation is engaged in the SS scheme; as
is the traditional two-terminal reliability. For
a result
all other three schemes, MS, SM, and MM, the unique feature
of wireless networks, handoff, is integrated into the expected
instantaneous reliability. Quantitative measurements reveal that
the handoff & location-forwarding procedures should be completed as soon as possible to improve the MTTF. Moreover, the
RI of different components should be determined with specific
failure & service parameters. Finally, the number of engaged
components during a communication state is more critical than
the number of system states.
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